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Set and assemble posts with struts professionally 
(concrete C20/25 or screw installation with
suitable screws). It is important to install all posts 
on the correct side (outside/inside). With
concrete type make sure that posts are set deep 
enough (check hole position for the tensioning
rope)

Distance between the posts should be a maximum of 2,5m with a maximum length 
of 20 to 25m.  

Guide the tensioning ropes through the middle 
posts at the top and the bottom. At one side insert 
the ropes into the rope tensioner
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Turn the rope tensioner with a ratchet wrench and 
fix the rope tensioner with M3 screw at one of
the four thread positions. Then cut the rope ends on 
the other fence side to the appropriate length
(approx. 15cm longer than the end of the post). 
After that insert the rope into the tensioner and
bring it to the desired or required final tension. Fix it 
again with M3 screw.

Install vertical rope clamps at one net side (vertical 
clamps are not absolutely necessary)! 
Use cable ties to install the net at end post round 
rod. 

Now you can use net clips to connect
ropes with the net mesh horizontally. After that you 
should pull the net to the other side. Then you
can see where you can cut the net to the perfect 
length. It is good to connect net and post with
three (top, bottom, middle) cable ties before you cut 
the net. 

Cut the net direct at the net clamp.
Install vertical rope clamps again and make the 
connection net with posts like the other side. Now
you can adjust the desired und final tension with the 
cable ties.

Tipp: Connect at least every second clamp to the rod with cable ties – first with large distance to 
the round rod. 
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With installation rope 1,5mm (length at least 2 times 
post length) a very small loop is formed and
pressed around the top tensioning rope. 

Use a standard clamping pliers. Now the end of 
loop fixed installation rope is threaded around the 
rod and through the vertical clamps from top to
bottom. At the bottom make again a loop, tighten 
and press it. 

Make sure that a good tension is achieved at the 
end (correspondingly cable tie distance between 
clamps and round rod). Now you can cut off cable 
ties. 

Finally press net clip with special pressing pliers

Optional: design elements Introduce sequins into 
the net mesh.
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